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Foreword 
We feel very privileged to have had the opportunity to write and compile this 40th Anniversary Special 
Edition of TrackChat to recount ”Our 40 Year Story” from the clubs inception in 1978 to 2018. Our research 
journey has been an interesting and enlightening experience. We hope we are able to convey this amazing 
story to you in this publication. 
The Wagga Wagga 4WD Club Inc. (WW4WDC) is very fortunate that the founding members documented 
their meetings and activities. They formally archived copies of their newsletter at the National Library in 
Canberra. These along with club records and private archives of members (some dating back to the 
beginning of the club) have been treasure troves of information, photos, and documents. 
While writing this amazing story it became obvious that in 1978 the club had a very sound foundation when 
a small group of enthusiastic and dedicated young people decided to get together and share their passion 
for 4WD adventure and the outdoors. 
The underpinning objectives set in 1978 demonstrate a strong desire to enjoy safe and responsible 
4WDriving with family and like-minded people, to care for the environment, and to contribute to the local 
community. Forty years on in 2018, these intentions are still very evident and continue to be the guiding 
philosophy and a great strength of the club. The good old tradition of Aussie mateship remains strong in 
the club, especially when a member has a mishap or dilemma. In a flash, help arrives from all directions 
bringing exceptional experience as well as high level skills. 
The club has a very diverse membership which nicely melds together in a wide range of activities because 
of a shared and common interest. It is not surprising that past and present members are justifiably proud of 
the club, its achievements, and its important place in our community. 
An amazing fact is that during club activities there have only been relatively minor mishaps such as a few 
broken bones and personal medical emergencies. While there have been some major mechanical failures 
with vehicles and camper trailers, generally there have only been a few instances of damage to vehicles. 
This is a great achievement over 40 years especially considering we are involved in such a high risk 
activity. We believe the low number of accidents and incidents can largely be attributed to what the club 
offers including driver training and skills development, the club’s ethos, risk management processes, 
thorough preparation together with adherence to good practices. You will often hear members saying: 
“Prepare for the worst, hope for the best, and take what comes.” This level of preparedness maximizes the 
chances of positive and enjoyable 4WD experiences for all. 
We believe the club motto: “Living the Adventure!” encapsulates the ethos and activities of the club. 
Thank you WW4WDC for an amazing 40 year history. We trust you enjoy reading the story as much as we 
have enjoyed researching, compiling and writing it. 
Lee and John 

 
 
 

“Living the Adventure!” 

Lee Simpson John Kent 
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40th Anniversary Organising Committee Message 
In 2016 the 40th Anniversary Organising Committee was appointed by the club to plan a suitable event and 
reunion of current and past members to celebrate this major milestone of one of the longest running 4WD 
clubs in Australia. 
Committee members Brenda Moore (Convenor), John Moore, Jim Simpson, Jenny Kingdom, Paul 
Kingdom, Andrew Thompson, David Ohlsen, Lee Simpson, and John Kent have met regularly since the 
committee was formed. 
Organising the celebrations has involved finding a suitable venue, developing and planning a program, 
organising catering and entertainment, seeking sponsorship, conducting working bees, preparing gifts for 
attendees as well as preparing the venue. It has been a huge task to collect, collate and contact as many 
members as possible from the 40 year history of the club. It has involved researching scattered records, 
including past financial reports, minutes of the club meetings as well as searching through as many 
newsletters and membership lists as could be found. Every endeavour has been made to contact past 
members through emails, telephone calls, publicising the event through the media, word of mouth, club 
website, and Facebook. The 40th committee has developed a database of present and past member 
families although current contact details for many past members are unknown. 
A major task undertaken by Lee Simpson and John Kent has been the researching and writing of the 40 
year story of the club. This has involved collating as many records as possible including archives from the 
National Library in Canberra and archives of individual past and present members. As part of their research 
they have compiled an almost complete collection of newsletters with only about 12 missing. The research 
has highlighted the great importance of keeping accurate records that include dating documents, 
newsletters, minutes etc. as well as systematic archiving of records. 
Throughout the planning of the 40th celebrations, the Committee has been very mindful to minimise costs 
for those attending. Leading up to the event several fundraising activities were held. A big thankyou must 
be extended to all WW4WDC members who volunteered their time to make the fundraising a success. 
The 40th Anniversary Committee would also like to thank the current sponsors and supporters of 
WW4WDC for providing prizes to enhance the 40th Anniversary celebrations and the Wagga Wagga City 
Council (WWCC) for a community grant. 
While organizing the event has been a huge task, the Committee is pleased to have been able to bring it 
together on behalf of the club. 
We hope you enjoy the celebrations. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The 40th Anniversary Organising Committee 
Back: Jim Simpson, Andrew Thompson, David Ohlsen, Paul Kingdom, John Kent, John Moore 

Front: Lee Simpson, Brenda Moore, Jenny Kingdom 
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Origins of the Wagga Wagga 4WD Club 
The story of Wagga Wagga 4WD Club (WW4WDC) all began 
in 1978 when an enthusiastic and passionate 4WDriver, Gil 
Mathew, identified there were 4WD clubs operating in Sydney 
and wondered why there couldn’t be one in Wagga. He 
approached Col Dean, a local car salesman at Wagga Motors 
to see if he was interested. Gil said “You’ll sell more cars”. On 
8thJanuary 1978, Gil, Col and Neale Lawrence met at Wagga 
Motors in Dobney Avenue to discuss forming a 4WD club. 
They were keen, placing an advertisement in the Daily 
Advertiser inviting people interested in 4WDriving to attend a 
meeting. The group met again on 22nd January to formulate a 
possible club structure. The inaugural meeting to form the 
Wagga Wagga 4WD Club and elect an interim committee took 
place at Waratah Industries on 31st January 1978, with 26 
attendees. As a result of this meeting a foundation Executive 
was formed made up of President Gil Mathew, Vice President 
Horrie Waymouth and Secretary/Treasurer Neale Lawrence. 

The first meeting of the newly formed club took place on 1st 

March, with the 2nd meeting on 21st March 1978. 
Following the inaugural meeting, this enthusiastic group of 
young 4WDrivers began meeting regularly on the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month. Together with Edward Reid-Smith, the 
enterprising committee had the foresight to set up a club 
structure that has endured the test of time. They had the knowledge as well as the wisdom to formalise and 

record their meetings, develop a constitution, policies and 
procedures, obtain an ISSN (International Standard Serial 
Number) and to lodge and archive the club’s regular 
newsletter at the National Library of Australia in Canberra. 

How enthusiastic were they? Well on 5th February 1978, a 
mere five days after the inaugural meeting, the club 
conducted its first trip. Gil Mathew led the members on a 
trip to Tumbarumba comprising eight vehicles (6 
Landcruisers, 1 Patrol & 1 Daihatsu), 14 adults and 8 
children. 
From these humble beginnings WW4WDC has thrived to 
become one of the longest running 4WD clubs in Australia. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
. 
 
. 
. 
 

 
Above: Original inaugural meeting 

attendance sheet of WW4WDC 

What else was happening in Australia in 1978 
when WW4WDC was established? 

 Sir Zelman Cowen was Governor General. 

 Malcolm Fraser was Prime Minister. 

 Neville Wran was Premier of New South 
Wales. 

 Australian rock and roll singer Johnny 
O’Keefe died. 

 64% of Melbourne and 70% of Sydney 
households owned colour TV sets. 

 
Above: Original list of members and vehicles 

on first club trip to Tumbarumba  
on 05/02/1978 

 
Above: The very first trip, 5 February 1978 
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Gil’s History of Wagga Wagga 4WD Club 
Below is the early History (January 1978 to June 1981) of the Wagga Wagga 4WD Club, written by Gil 
Mathew who initiated the birth of the club and was its founding President. This history was published on 
page 3 of the very first Wagga Wagga 4WD Club MAGAZINE in June 1981 (ISSN: 0706-7267) which was 
compiled and edited by Edward Reid-Smith. 

 
A HISTORY OF THE CLUB                                                                                  by Gil Mathew 
 
WAGGA WAGGA 4WD CLUB 

WWFWDC held its inaugural meeting on the 8TH January 1978, and it was attended by four-wheel 
drivers who felt the need to form an appropriate responsible 4WD Club. 

Since then the club has seen many faces come and gone, and a great number of friendships have 
been formed amongst its members. 

Four-wheel driving is not the only facet of the Club. We have held a wood drive for the elderly, 
have taken children from the Gumleigh Children’s Home on a one-day trip to Narrandera and a 
two-day camping trip to the snow, and have recently taken a group of disabled people from 
Waratah Industries on a one-day trip to The Ravine. 

More publicised ventures of the WWFWDC have been our entries in the 1978 and 1979 Gumi 
Championships, where we not only gained local publicity but also appeared on national television 
and had write-ups in a couple of Australian 4WD magazines. 

We also won the prize for the Best Float in the Wagga Christmas Parade in 1979. All this publicity 
made the general public aware that we are a fun-loving and family-oriented Club. 

Film nights, ten pin bowling and roller skating have also been very popular social events. Travel, 
however, is the main priority of the Club, and as we have ready access to many different types of 
terrain we have been fortunate to see some of the most beautiful country in Australia.  

Some of the more popular places we have visited have been the Blue Waterhole, Ravine, Dargo, 
Brindabella, Omeo, and Wee Jasper. Although we have visited these areas more than once, the 
type of trip (e.g. ‘Blood and Guts’, or scenic) varied depending on seasonal conditions. Prior to 
members going on trips there is always a Trip Leader who does a reconnaissance trip so that 
everyone knows what to expect (e.g. whether snow chains, extra fuel or water or food, or certain 
spare parts for the car will be needed). Sometimes 
manual or electrical winches may be required.  

The trips are always classed A, B or C: A is for Blood 
and Guts, or very hard four wheel driving; B means 
some fairly hard 4WD but also scenic; C stands for 
very little 4WD and is mainly scenic. So we always 
know prior to the trip what to expect. 

Over the past four years the Club has achieved all the 
goals it has set out to achieve. The Club has worked in 
close association with the National Parks & Wildlife 
Rangers, who have always gone out of their way to 
assist the Club in their trips. On trips the members 
always take their rubbish with them when leaving a 
camp-site; it is very conscious of the preservation of 
the environment and has had 10,000 of its own litter-
bags printed. We can only hope that the Club will 
continue in this vein, and it requires each member to 
do his own bit towards the success of our Club. 

 
 

Above: Cover of the first Magazine, June 1981 
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Philosophy & Objectives 
From its early beginnings, the WW4WDC had a very clear underpinning philosophy which was written into 
six main objectives that were incorporated into the first Constitution. These were to: 

1. Promote goodwill and mateship between club members. 
2. Ensure the correct recreational use of 4WD vehicles. 
3. Promote conservation of our natural environment. 
4. Promote road safety and assist and encourage members in gaining necessary driving skills while 

maximising the full benefit of their vehicle. 
5. Where possible and practical co-operate with other organisations with similar interest. 
6. Assist with community services.  

While the Constitution has undergone some changes, the original Objectives are still reflected in the 
Objects guiding the club in 2018: 

1. To promote goodwill and fellowship between Association members. 
2. To ensure the correct representation of the recreational use of 4WD vehicles. 
3. To promote the conservation of the natural environment. 
4. To promote road safety and to assist and encourage members in gaining driving skills necessary 

for them to obtain the fullest benefit from their vehicles. 
5. To co-operate wherever possible with other organisations having similar interests to the 

Association. 
6. To assist with community services where necessary. 
7. To promote the responsible and safe use of 4WD vehicles. 

Management & Administration 
Club Management 

In many organisations, the evolution and development of policies, procedures and management processes 
is inevitable, with WW4WDC being no different. 
In the early years, meetings were conducted at Waratah Industries, Railway Street, Wagga, occasionally at 
members’ homes or as dinner meetings at local restaurants and hotels. In 1994 the club’s Annual General 

Meeting (AGM) was held at the Oura Winery in the 
middle of winter whilst standing around a fire drum! 
In the mid 1980’s, meetings were transferred to the 
Wagga RSL Club where they continue to be held to 
this day. An interesting tradition is that club 
meetings continue to be held on the 3rd Tuesday of 
each month as set down in 1978. 
During the 1980’s it was often a struggle to attract 
enough members to constitute a quorum and the 
whole club membership could fit around the RSL 
Board Room table. The Committee persisted, 
improving publicity and community involvement so 
gradually numbers grew. Now in 2018 there are 
regularly 30 to 40 members present at meetings 
with larger meeting rooms needed. The club is very 

appreciative that the RSL Club has always provided the meeting rooms free of charge as part of their 
community  contribution. 
Due to the fact that many active members were often on trips in July, the club made a decision in 1996 to 
hold its AGM in August with this tradition continuing on into 2018. 
WW4WDC has sometimes experienced difficulty finding enough members willing to take on committee 
positions. However, someone has always stepped up to the plate to ensure the successful administration 
of the club. The original committee comprised a President, Vice-President and Secretary/Treasurer but as 
the club has grown and developed it has become necessary to establish a number of additional positions to 
ensure efficient and effective operation of all aspects of the club’s resources, functions and activities. A 
table showing the office bearers of committee positions over the 40 year existence of the club appears on 
pages 7 & 8. 

 
Wagga Wagga 4WD Club Committee, 2017-2018 
Back: David Ohlsen, John Moore, Greg Ogden,  

Rob Hoogland, John Kent 
Front: Lee Simpson, Brenda Moore, Paul Kingdom, 

Kaye Hoogland  
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Club Membership 
Club documents reveal that from the very beginnings there has been a solid foundation of members from 
diverse backgrounds who were committed and dedicated 4WD enthusiasts, keen to explore the outdoors in 
safety with their families, while caring for the environment as well as giving back to the local community. 
Within 6 months of the inaugural meeting of WW4WDC there were 46 members which grew to 60 members 
within the first year. However, it wasn’t all plain sailing for the club. In August 1993 there weren’t enough 
members to make a quorum at the meeting. After some active publicity, membership regrew to 26 in 1994. 
In 2018, there are around 65 member families. Overall, the club has maintained steady membership since 
1994. The database of past and present members lists over 480 families, translating into at least 900 
people being involved with the club over its 40 year existence. 
Membership of WW4WDC includes men and women from very diverse employment, cultural and socio- 
economic backgrounds that have come together with a common interest in outdoor recreation centred on 
4WDriving. This diversity brings a wide range of experience, knowledge and skills producing great depth 
and breadth of expertise across many disciplines adding to the richness of the group. 
Mateship was, and still is a very important part of the club ethos, with new members always welcomed. 

While all members and their rigs are respected, there always has been 
plenty of time for friendly banter such as teasing about the best vehicles 
e.g. Toyota vs Nissan, as well as tricks being played on one another. 
Remember the “Yowie”? Underpinning all of this there is an unwritten 
understanding that “your mates have always got your back” - a very 
comforting feeling for any 4WDriver. 
Very early on, the founding members recognized that 4WDriving is a high 
risk activity, so with this in mind they went about implementing training for 
members, which included 4WDriver training, first aid, chainsaw operation, 
vehicle maintenance, vehicle recovery etc, resulting in very positive 
4WDriving experiences with most problems being around vehicle 
mechanical breakdowns rather than accidents. 
This solid foundation with its underpinning philosophy established in the 
early days has remained constant within the club to this day despite an 
ever changing world and advances in technology. 

 

Above: No one else but Ray 
Mullins would be this brave 

Below: Mates helping mates 



 

Wagga Wagga 4WD Club Inc. Committee Members 1978 – 2018 
 

Year President Vice Pres Secretary Treasurer News letter Publicity Trip / 
Activity 

Purchasing 
& Property 

Association 
Delegates 

Public 
Officer 

Training 
Officer 

Web / 
Facebook 

Quarry 
Co-ord 

1978/79 G.Mathew H.Waymouth N.Lawrence N.Lawrence          
1979/80 G.Mathew H.Waymouth N.Lawrence N.Lawrence E. Reid-Smith         
1980/81 L.Lausch B.Smith J.Skipper J.Skipper J.Skipper W.Dunn J.Beer       
1981/82 L.Lausch R.Hurley J.Skipper J.Skipper J.Skipper E.Reid-Smith L.Kennedy       
1982/83 B.Hurley L.Lausch T.Stubbs T.Stubbs L.Kennedy/ 

J.Skipper 
 A.Gawthrop       

1983/84 B.Hurley / 
R.Morrison 

R.Morrison J.Skipper J.Skipper L.Kennedy  P.Clark       

1984/85 L.Kennedy P.Clark J.Skipper/ 
J.Towner 

J.Skipper / 
J.Towner 

G.Mathew / 
M.Haley 

 G.Cochrane       

1985/86 L.Kennedy P.Clark J.Towner J.Towner A.&S.Snoxall  G.Cochrane       
1986/87 G.Smith / 

J.Skipper 
J.Skipper G.Ogden G.Ogden W&H.Patterson  L.Kennedy       

1987/88 W.Patterson J.Brill G.Ogden G.Ogden A.Childs  L.Kennedy  Club 
Executive 

    

1988/89 W.Patterson J.Brill G.Ogden G.Ogden H.&J.Brill  L.Kennedy B.Smith      
1989/90 G.Ogden L.Kennedy N.Smith B.Kentwell / 

B.Smith 
J.Kent  G.Cochrane B.Smith W.Patterson 

G.Ogden, 
J.Brill 

G.Ogden    

1990/91 G.Ogden L.Kennedy N.Smith B.Smith J.Kent / A.Childs  J.Brill J.McAlindon W.Patterson 
G.Ogden 

G.Ogden    

1991/92 J.Brill G.Cochrane J.McAlindon J.McAlindon J.Kent / 
A.Childs, 

J.Kent, 
A.Childs, 
R.Galvin, 
G.Cochra
ne 

L.Kennedy D.Edyvean B.Smith, 
R.Jaques 

G.Ogden    

1992/93 J.Brill T.Frost / 
R.Galvin 

N.Cole / 
P.Clarke 

B.Smith A.Childs P.Clark  D.Edyvean / 
Treasurer 

B.Smith, 
P.Clark, 
G.Cochrane 

G.Ogden    

1993/94 B.Smith R.Jaques N.Cole R.Jaques A.Childs J.Brill   G.Cochrane 
P.Clark 

G.Ogden    

1994/95 J.Brill J.Kent R.Seppings R.Jaques A.Childs J.Kent   G.Ogden G.Ogden G.Cochrane   
1995/96 R.Seppings J.Kent R.Mullins R.Jaques A.Childs J.Kent  G.Cochrane J.Brilll, 

G.Cochrane 
B.Smith 

G.Ogden    

1996/97 B.Smith G.Cochrane R.Mullins R.Jaques M.Cochrane L.Kemp   R.Seppings, 
G.Cochrane 
B.Smith 

G.Ogden    

 



Wagga Wagga 4WD Club Inc. Committee Members 1978 – 2018 (cont) 

Year President Vice Pres Secretary Treasurer News letter Publicity Trip / Activity 
Coordinator

Purchasing 
& Property

Association 
Delegates

Public 
Officer

Training 
Officer

Web / 
Facebook

Quarry 
Co-ord

1997/98 J.Brill J.Carter R.Mullins R.Jaques D.&K.Murphy J.Kent R.Seppings,
G.Cochrane,
R.Jaques

G.Ogden

1998/99 J.Carter J.Brill H.Brill R.Jaques D.&K.Murphy J.Kent G.Cochrane
R.Mullins,
J.Brill

G.Ogden

1999/00 J.Carter /
P.van Wel

P.van Wel H.Brill R.Jaques D.&K.Murphy R.Mullins G.Cochrane,
R.Mullins,
J.Brill

G.Ogden

2000/01 P.van Wel R.Thompson B.Law R.Jaques D.&K.Murphy R.Mullins R.Jaques,
R.Mullins

G.Ogden

2001/02 P.van Wel B.Law M.White K.&D.Murphy / 
P.&G. Clifton 

J.Kent R.Jaques,
G.Cameron

G.Ogden

2002/03 P.van Wel L.White L.Jackson M.White P.&G.Clifton J.Kent R.Jaques G.Ogden
2003/04 J.Kent P.van Wel L.Jackson S.Damm P.&G.Clifton D.Brookes B.Menz G.Cameron,

R.Jaques
G.Ogden

2004/05 J.Kent P.van Wel L.Jackson S.Damm P.&G.Clifton I.&W.Menz G.Cameron A.Siebels,
J.Kent

G.Ogden I.Johnson

2005/06 J.Kent P.van Wel L.Jackson S.Damm P.&G.Clifton I.&W.Menz G.Cameron K.Piper
R.Mullins

L.Jackson I.Johnson K.Piper

2006/07 G.Cameron I.Menz L.Jackson B.Boydell Karen Piper I.&W.Menz G.Cameron J.Kent L.Jackson I.Johnson K.Piper
2007/08 G.Cameron I.Menz L.Jackson B.Boydell S.Antill I.&W.Menz G.Cameron J.Kent L.Jackson I.Johnson K.Piper

S.Antil
2008/09 G.Cameron B.Menz P.Kingdom B.Boydell S.Antill B.Menz G.Cameron J.Kent L.Jackson I.Johnson
2009/10 J.Nicholl P.van Wel P.Kingdom B.Boydell S.Antill D.Nicholl G.Cameron J.Kent P.Kingdom I.Johnson
2010/11 J.Nicholl P.van Wel P.Kingdom B.Boydell S.Antill M.Salway G.Cameron G.Cameron J.Kent P.Kingdom J.Kent
2011/12 J.Nicholl P.van Wel P.Kingdom R.Britt M.Salway M.Salway G.Cameron G.Cameron J.Kent P.Kingdom J.Kent
2012/13 P.Kingdom P.van Wel M.Salway R.Britt K.Lenihan A.Sarantakos/ 

J.Kent
vacant G.Cameron J.Kent P.Kingdom J.Kent A.Sarantakos

2013/14 P.Kingdom R.Davidson M.Salway R.Britt K.Lenihan L.Simpson P.Phillips /
J.Kent

J.& B.Moore J.Kent P.Kingdom J.Kent A.Sarantakos

2014/15 P.Kingdom P.van Wel D.Davidson R.Davidson K.Lenihan L.Simpson J.Kent J.& B.Moore J.Kent P.Kingdom J.Kent A.Sarantakos
2015/16 A.Thompson P.Kingdom K.Hoogland R.Hoogland K.Lenihan L.Simpson J.Kent J.& B.Moore J.Kent P.Kingdom J.Kent K.Eustace
2016/17 A.Thompson P.Kingdom K.Hoogland R.Hoogland L.Simpson L.Simpson

(acting)
P.Kingdom J.& B.Moore J.Kent P.Kingdom J.Kent A.Sarantakos

2017/18 G.Ogden P.Kingdom K.Hoogland R.Hoogland M.Salway D.Ohlsen P.Kingdom J.& B.Moore J.Kent P.Kingdom J.Kent L.Simpson B.Menz

L.White
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 Honorary Life Members 
The first constitution of WW4WDC made provision for Honorary Life Members as follows: Membership 3.1: 
Honorary Life Members who shall be those members who for conspicuous services rendered to the Club are elected 
as such at an annual or special general meeting and no such grant shall be made except on the recommendation of 
the committee made to a general meeting and communicated to members in the notice convening such meeting and 
the subsequent adoption of such recommendation by two-thirds of the members of the Club present and entitled to 
vote. 

Honorary Life Members of Wagga Wagga 4WD Club Inc. 

In 1987, Gil Mathew was the first member of 
WW4WDC to be voted an Honorary Life Member. As 
a young family man Gil was a very keen 4WD 
enthusiast. He had heard about other 4WD clubs 
being formed in Sydney and being the “can do” man 
that he is, went about generating interest in the idea 
of setting up a 4WD club in Wagga Wagga. He 
enlisted the support of two others (Col Dean & Neale 
Lawrence) who were also interested in 4WDriving. 

They formed the WW4WDC with Gil being elected as 
the first president. In true form, Gil lead by example, 
spearheading the building of the now famous 'Suzy' 
(Suzuki) Gumi Raft, judged Best Decorated Raft out 
of 241 entries in the 1978, first World Championship 
Gumi Race. To prove they weren't just 'one hit 
wonders', Gil mustered his troops together again in 
1979, building a 4.5m high mobile drive-over ramp on 
top of a vehicle that would stop, and Suzy would be 
driven up over the ramp and down the other side, as 
the float progressed down Baylis Street in the Wagga 
Christmas Street Parade. Once again Suzy and 
WW4WDC were the stars taking home the trophy. 

Gil along with his wife Margaret and their children led 
many club trips and activities. He forged many great 
friendships through club activities being involved in 
many community based bush trips and camping 
weekends including trips for Waratah Industries 
Sheltered Workshop, Gumleigh Boys Home, Family 
Link and the Crippled Children’s Society. 

Gil being bestowed with Honorary Life Member award 
of WW4WDC is a fitting reward for his unparalleled 
commitment and achievements in 4WDriving. He 
initiated the establishment of WW4WDC and began 
4WD education and training to foster safe 4WDriving 
while exploring the rugged environment with his 
family and mates, as well as giving back to the 
community. 

 In 1989, George Cochrane (dec) became the 2nd 
member of WW4WDC to be voted an Honorary Life 
Member. He was a very active member of the club 
and over the years held a total of 14 committee 
positions which included: President, Trip/Activity 
Coordinator, Newsletter Editor, 4WD Association 
Delegate, Purchasing/Property Officer & Publicity 
Officer. He was always heavily involved in the 
administration and running of the club. 

George and his wife Marilyn were introduced to 
4WDriving and WW4WDC by Gil Mathew. He was 
an adventurous man having no fear. In those early 
days, Marilyn admits to screaming her lungs out in 
fear while 4WDriving. This fear soon dissipated and 
she began to love 4WDriving as much as George. 
Over the years they had numerous trips spending 
many months discovering and enjoying the hidden 
tracks of Australia. George was a trail blazing, bold 
as well as hard core 4WDriver. He drove many 
remote tracks that were new to him while towing a 
caravan, with only topographical maps to assist 
him. He loved the adventure. 

George and Marilyn owned a property that backed 
onto what is now known as “The Quarry” which 
WW4WDC now manages through an agreement 
with Local Lands Services. This largely came about 
through George’s efforts. On a regular basis 
George would invite club members out to the 
properties to “do some 4WDriving”. Many members 
cut their 4WDriving teeth under George’s watchful 
eye while participating in skill-developing 4WD 
gymkhanas, fun activities and just good old 
practicing 4WDriving and recoveries. George’s 
commitment to 4WDriving, training and community 
through the WW4WDC was outstanding. His 
Honorary Life Member award of WW4WDC is a 
testament to his commitment to the club. 

George Cochrane 1950-2009 Gil Matthew 
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Branding 
Slogans & Motto 

The club’s original slogan of “enjoy the scene, keep it clean” appeared on the very first newsletter in 
1981. Over the years the club slogan changed to: “Living the Dream” and “Tread Lightly”. In April 
2014 members formally adopted the motto “Living the Adventure!” which encapsulates the club’s long 
standing philosophy while also reflecting the original objectives set down in 1978. 
The “Living the Adventure!” motto stands the club in good stead as it continues to achieve its objectives 
while providing a platform for people from many and varied walks of life with memorable, satisfying, 
enjoyable, entertaining and educational experiences in a family atmosphere that they may not have 
otherwise experienced. 

Letterheads & Logos 
Back in the early days many club members would have two sets of wheels, one set of regular road tyres 
and a second set of wheels with “Road Track Major” tyres. They would change to the Road Track Major 
tyres when they went 4WDriving. This is believed to have been the catalyst for the “Road Track Major” 
tyre tread being used on the first ever club 
logo. Our best endeavours to establish where 
the tyre tread originated leads us to believe it 
was photocopied out of a newspaper 
advertisement. It was used on club car 
stickers in 1980 and the first newsletter 
published in June 1981. In 1992 the “Road 
Track Major” tyre tread appeared on the first 
letterhead designed by Wes Jones. 
Since then this same tyre tread has always 
been on the club logo including the current 
one adopted in 2016. 

 
 
 

Tee Shirts 
The first club Tee shirts were adopted in 1978 
having iron-on transfers and were worn by members 
in the Gumi race and street parade. In 1996 a yellow 
tee shirt with a screen printed green logo was 
introduced. They were later changed to bottle green 
polo shirts with yellow trim. In 2016 they are bottle 
green and yellow polo shirts with an embroidered 
logo. 
 
 

Above: The first letterhead 

Above: Original club Logo adopted in  
June 1981  

Right: Wearing the first club tee shirts and 
holding the trophy for the best Gumi raft  

Above: Current club Logo adopted in 2016  
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Significant Milestones 
Many changes have occurred in WW4WDC over the years as the need has arisen. The following is a 
snapshot of significant milestones: 

1978 Club membership cards were introduced. 
1980 Club car stickers were produced and began to be used by members. 
1981 First newsletter was published in June 1981 with the first club logo with the “Road Track 

Major” tyre tread. 
1981 The Code of Ethics, originally developed by the Commonwealth Department of Science 

and the Environment in consultation with recreation vehicle clubs was adopted. Later the 
Code of Ethics of Four Wheel Drive Australia and the principles of Tread Lightly were 
adopted. 

1982 Club Convoy Rules were first published. While a number of rules have remained 
unchanged to this day, there have been some changes e.g. Rule #1 that convoy speeds 
were to be a maximum of 80kmh has been changed to reflect modern vehicles. 

1986 Incorporation processes of the club commenced 15th April 1986 and were finalized on 9th 
October with an Incorporation Certificate presented to the club. 

1986 The club name changed from Wagga Wagga 4WD Club to Wagga Wagga 4WD Club Inc. 
to comply with incorporation requirements. 

1986 A motion to join Four Wheel Drive NSW & ACT (4WD Association) was passed. 
1986 Formal Trip Information Sheets detailing coming events were first used to inform 

participants.  
1990 Executive meetings were held as well as full club meetings. 
1992 The club purchased a Common Seal as a requirement of Incorporation. 
1993 As a result of changing needs and Incorporation of the club, changes were made to 

Constitution in August 1993. 
1993 In January the club obtained a UHF license. 
1995 Processes were developed to manage access and use of club equipment by members. 
2004 Formal basic 4WDriver training was introduced. 
2008 30th anniversary of WW4WDC was celebrated on 9th Feb 2008 at Downslide Hall with a 

meal and entertainment by the Tin Shed Rattlers. Past and current members enjoyed the 
opportunity to catch up with old friends and to reminisce about the 4WD yarns from the 
past. 

2005 A Trip and Activity Leader’s Guide was developed. 
2011 The Constitution was updated. 
2018 40th anniversary celebrations are being held from 6-8th April 2018 at Camp Kurrajong on 

Oura Road, Wagga. The celebrations include: a 2 course meal, camping, competitions and 
activities, lucky door prizes, gift bags and this publication. Peter Van Wel is Master of 
Ceremonies and Dane Simpson is providing the entertainment.  

 Trip grading of difficulty has always been in place although the gradings have changed 
somewhat from A, B, C to 1 to 5 (very easy to very hard) for varying difficulties and 
conditions. 

 Activity Sign-in forms are important as records for insurance purposes. 

 A comprehensive Club Member’s Manual has been developed and includes all the club’s 
relevant member documents, available in hard copy or on the web site. 
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Membership Subscriptions 
Club membership fees have always been affordable: 

 1978 - $5 pp + trip fee  1990 - $25  1999 - $45 

 1989 - $10  1991- $30  2007 - $50 

 1987 - $15  1995 - $35  2009 - $55 

 1988 - $20  1998 - $40  2018 - $55 

In 2018 membership subscriptions include affiliation fees for the 4WD Association and insurance. 

Member Surveys 
Over the years a number of surveys of members have been conducted to ascertain the types of activities 
most favoured with the results guiding club activities. Interestingly opinions have been relatively 
consistent, yet reflecting the diversity of member interests. The surveys revealed a variety of trips were 
desired. Members requested driving difficulty ranging from easy, to moderate, to difficult and durations of 
one day, weekend and/or longer expeditions. Social activities were popular, plus there was an indicated 
need for driver training and skills development workshops along with support for participation in 
community events. 
Surveys conducted on the types of trips members have undertaken have demonstrated the adventurous 
nature of members who like to travel down many and varied 4WD tracks to every corner of this vast 
country called Australia. 

Networks, Associations & Affiliations 
Throughout the club’s history it has had affiliations and associations with a range of organisations, 
Government agencies and private landholders. The club has always made an effort to have a positive 
working relationship with these networks. Some significant relationships include: 

Four Wheel Drive NSW and ACT Inc. (4WD Association) 
The 4WD Association represents all member recreational 4WD clubs in NSW and the ACT. It is a 
member of Four Wheel Drive Australia (formed in 1978), the peak body representing 4WDrivers at the 
national level. 

The 4WD Association started life in April 1973 being formalised on June 9th as the Recreational 4WD 
Clubs Association with 27 member clubs. By 1989 there were 42 clubs affiliated with the 4WD 
Association. Now in 2018 there are around 80. Allan Dixon was the inaugural Chairman from 1973 to 
1982. WW4WDC resolved to join in 1986 and was accepted as a member in September 1987. The club 
was an active supporter through the Southern Regional Council of the 4WD Association. 

Above: Club 30 year anniversary celebrations at Downside Hall, 2008 
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In 1991, WW4WDC left the 4WD Association but rejoined in 1996. The club is again a strong contributor. 
A number of benefits result from this affiliation including access to accredited driver training, competitive 
insurance cover for the club and a strong voice for liaison with land managers and Government over 
issues like Management Plans, access, vehicle modifications and responsible four wheel driving. 
In May 1998, WW4WDC was pleased to host the quarterly meeting of the 4WD Association followed by 
a day trip to the Batlow/Tumut area. This trip was led by John Kent resulting in the start of his reputation 
for losing people on trips. While 15 vehicles left Wagga, half got lost during the day as a result of 
communication difficulties along with differences in convoy procedure in different clubs. After reuniting, 
only one follower returned to Wagga! 
February 2017 saw the WW4WDC host the quarterly meeting again. This time no one got lost on the day 
trip on Sunday – there were good UHF communications and consistent convoy protocols across clubs. 

NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) 
From the beginnings of the club there has been a 
good working relationship with National Parks and 
Wildlife Service (NPWS). Working closely with the 
NPWS Tumut Regional Office, club members have 
regularly volunteered for clearing fire trails prior to 
the fire season in Kosciusko National Park (KNP) 
and wilderness areas. In the early days this included 
repair of signage in KNP. While volunteer track 
clearing has always been a feature of the club, this 
work, weather permitting, has become an annual 
event since 2004. While track clearing can be hard 
work, members do get to visit and drive through 
some spectacular country not normally accessible to 
the general public or 4WDrivers. 

Local Land Services (LLS) 
The club Quarry Training Area (QTA) behind the Shanty is a designated Travelling Stock Reserve. 
Gaining a permit to use this area involved a close association with the original Pastures Protection Board 
which changed its name to the Rural Lands Protection Board and more recently to the LLS of the 
Department of Primary Industry. This good working relationship continues allowing organisations such as 
the NSW Police, NSW Ambulance, RAAF, Rural Fire Service (RFS), The Regional Anglican College 
(TRAC) and the Volunteer Rescue Association (VRA) to continue to use the QTA as affiliated 
organisations of WW4WDC. 

Tread Lightly 
Tread Lightly Australia Ltd. is a national organisation with the goals of caring for the environment while 
enjoying outdoor pursuits. Because the philosophies of Tread Lightly regarding minimal impact camping 
and driving in the bush aligned with club philosophies and goals, WW4WDC joined Tread Lightly in 1999 
and was a member for many years. 

Private Landholders 
A number of private landholders have generously allowed the club to access their properties for events 
including fun days and picnics. Their generosity is much appreciated. 

Sponsors & Supporters 
The club greatly values the financial sponsorship as well as in-kind support of a wide range of local 
businesses and organisations. These relationships which began when the club was formed is reflected in 
the very first newsletters. There is mutual benefit in these relationships - sponsors gain business while 
the club is able to pay for printing of the club newsletter. Ongoing support includes advertising in 
TrackChat, providing discounts on equipment and services for members, discounts on club costs, free 
meeting venues, raffle prizes and gifts, hosting of technical workshops and information sessions, 
donations of new equipment and resources as well as support for club activities. 
Sponsors supporting the club in 1978 were Jason Datsun Pty Ltd, Jupiter Motors, McGhie Truck and 
Machinery Pty Ltd., Riverina Auto Electrics, Riverina Toyota and Wagga Motors. Sponsors in 2018 are 
All Things Off-Road, Autobarn, Battery World, Blake St Country Fresh Meats, Denco Diesel, Gil Mathew 

Above: Track clearing in KNP for NPWS 
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Steel, Riverina Tyrepower, Riverina 4WD and Off-Road Specialists and Suds City Car Wash. Other 
business houses providing on-going support include Anaconda, CSU Print, MaxiParts, Wagga RSL Club, 
Tyreworld, Barbeques Galore and WWCC.  

Grants 
From time to time the club has applied for grants to support particular activities or assist with projects. 
Successful grant applications include: 
Bicentennial Association Grant. In 1988 the Recreational Vehicle Association of NSW received a 
$20,000 Bicentennial Association grant to cover the costs associated with a range of activities to 
promote 4WD recreation. The WW4WDC participated in this by hosting a weekend camping trip for 13 
disabled children from The Crippled Children’s Society. A grant was received from the 4WD Association 
to offset costs of the weekend. 
WWCC Community Grants. The club has successfully applied for three Community grants: 

 In 2013, a grant of $3,000 enabled the purchase and 
upgrade of resources to support club activities to promote 
responsible four wheel driving and outdoor activities. 
Resources included safety fencing, barricades, bollards, 
witches hats, safety signage, information brochures, 
educational material, display posters, stands, public 
address system, data projector, a portable white board, 
folding tables, ice boxes, cold water barrel and folding 
rubbish bins. 

 In 2015, a grant of $1,950 was received for improvements 
to club training facilities including purchase of materials to 
build the framework for a shade/rain shelter, undertake 
erosion remediation earthworks and to erect safety signage. 
All works were successfully completed with considerable in-
kind volunteer work by club members. 

 In 2017, $1,500 was received to support the club’s 40th 

anniversary celebrations and reunion. 

Club Awards 
Over the years WW4WDC has presented awards in the form of 
certificates as incentives for its members and to promote social interaction. 
In the early days the club had monthly plus annual fun “tongue-in- cheek” awards for notable actions, 
mostly with a twist of humour attached. There were also Car Lovers Car Wash tokens awarded monthly 
for good deeds in and around the club or within the community.  
In 1999 an alphabet theme was introduced for the annual Christmas party. Members were asked to 
come to the party in fancy dress that began with the letter “A”. Well here we are in 2018 - the alphabet 
theme lives on with letter “T” being this year’s theme 
letter. Each year prizes are awarded for the best fancy 
dress. The annual Christmas party has evolved into a 
Christmas Party and Awards Night at which the club 
presents some fun awards to members who have 
“distinguished” themselves in some way during the year. 
A certificate is presented to those who have “covered 
themselves in glory”. Some past awards have included: 
“The Turnaround King” – for having to turn around so 
many times when leading trips; “The Justin Award” – 
whatever gear you need she has it -  just in case; “The 
Billy Lids Award” for enthusiasm, helpfulness and egging 
dad on; “The Slow Learner Award” – for getting bogged in 
exactly the same place – twice; “The Pyromaniac Award” 
– too much firewood is never enough! 

Above: President Paul Kingdom 
receiving a WWCC Community  

Grant, 2013 

Above: Andrew & Trish Thompson in prize 
winning fancy dress, 2017 Christmas Party 

(letter S) 
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The Club Person of the Year award, introduced in 
2014, is a prestigious acknowledgement presented at 
the Christmas Party and Awards night to the club 
member who has made an outstanding contribution to 
WW4WDC during that calendar year. To be 
considered for such an award, the person must be 
nominated and seconded by club members who 
provide a brief resume as to why the nominee should 
be considered to receive “The Club Person of the 
Year” award. 
From time to time the club has held photography 
competitions where a list of categories is put forward 
and members submit photographs in each of the 
categories. The members vote to determine the 
winning photo of each category. This is an opportunity 
for members to submit photographs taken on their 
trips throughout the year. Some winning photos 
appear on page 35. 

Resources 
As the club grew over the years it became evident 
that a range of resources were required to effectively 
carry out activities such as training days, social 
events and public expos. Before acquiring items, 
careful research was done and funding sought as 
appropriate with the result that we now have very 
good assets. 

Quarry Training Area (QTA) 
From the beginning the club has used the Alfredtown 
quarry and travelling stock reserve as a training area 
(now called QTA). In the early days the area was still 
in active use as a quarry proving an excellent location 
for rough country driving, while the creek behind The 
Shanty Hotel provided a pleasant picnic area and 
creek crossing. On several occasions during training 
exercises, stuck vehicles had to be winched from this 
creek crossing. Eventually, the reserve on the creek 
flat was fenced off for stock management. Because 
the club wanted ongoing access to the quarry 
reserve, negotiations in 2007 with the then Pastures 
Protection Board (later Rural Lands Protection Board 
and now Local Land Services) resulted in the club 
being granted a permit to use and manage the area. 
In October 2007, there was a big effort by club 
members to fence off the reserve. This gave the club 
control of the area ensuring that the problem of illegal 
dumping of rubbish no longer occurred. It has taken 
many working bees to clean up the rubbish (including 
dumped dead horses), bury old car bodies and carry 
out significant erosion control works. The result is that 
the QTA is an excellent driver training facility 
complete with a very suitable bush camping area that 
caters for a large number of campers. The club 
controls access and use for driver training and 
outdoor activities by affiliated community groups 
including NSW Police, RAAF, RFS, TRAC, VRA, NSW Ambulance and other 4WD Clubs.  
The club uses the QTA for training, fun days, the annual public Come and Try Day and now the annual 
“formal” bush dinner/cookouts. The QTA is the envy of many other 4WD clubs.  

Above: A public Come and Try  day at the 
Quarry Training Area 

Above: The Quarry Training Area in use by the 
Rural Fire Service 

Above: Club Person of the Year winners. Paul 
Kingdom 2016 & 2017, John Kent 2014  

& Brenda Moore 2015 
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Equipment 
As member numbers have grown and activities of driver training, skills development and involvement in 
public expos etc. have increased, the need for resources has grown. In 1983 a Brano hand winch was 
purchased. It was one of the first pieces of club equipment and today it is still makes up part of the club's 
recovery kit. Over time a large tarp for shelter, a bush toilet, safety equipment, a large BBQ etc have 
been purchased. The club applied for and received two WWCC Grants to purchase extra safety and 
educational materials.  

Club Trailer 
As the club acquired a good deal of equipment, storage room quickly became an issue. Each time the 
gear was required it became a big logistical exercise. It took much manual labour and forklifts to load the 
equipment from the storage area onto borrowed trailers, then repeat the whole process in reverse order 
when placing the equipment back into storage. It was apparent a better method was needed. In 2013, 
when a member Aaron Armstrong came across a second hand enclosed off-road trailer that suited our 
purposes, members quickly agreed to purchase it for a nominal fee from South West Trailers. The trailer 
required extensive renovations to meet the needs of the club. With the assistance of South West Trailers 
a group of dedicated members spent many, many hours stripping down and rebuilding the trailer. It now 
houses all of the club’s essential outdoor equipment and can be easily hitched to member’s vehicles to 
take to club events. The trailer is an excellent asset. 
 

 
 
 

Above: The club trailer before, during and after renovation 

In the Outback 
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Knowledge & Skills Development 
Since the 1980’s, a high priority has been the continual development of club members’ knowledge and 
skills of 4WDriving plus other areas that enhance enjoyment of our chosen recreation. The club has 
provided many, varied learning opportunities through formal training, workshops, activity based learning, 
guest speakers and 4WDriving tips published in the newsletter as well as the website. 
Developing skills in a hands-on practical setting is a great way to gain experience in a safe, controlled 
environment while highlighting the benefits of safety, confidence and risk management. The ongoing 
provision of formal and informal training is important to assist new members develop knowledge and 
skills as well as provide more experienced club members and trainers with an opportunity to further 
enhance their knowledge and skills in 4WDriving. An added benefit of the training is that the club is 
continually demonstrating to Government departments, agencies, landowners and the general 
community a strong commitment to responsible 4WDriving. 

Formal training 
Formal and structured training that incorporates an 
assessment component has become more 
important in recent years because various 
authorities are now requiring participants in 
activities to hold nationally recognised qualifications. 
For example, NPWS request that volunteers 
undertaking activities involving 4WDriving and 
chainsaw operation be trained. 

Driver training 
The club commenced driver training very early on in 
the 1980’s, usually as part of social activities. This 
evolved into more structured training and 
workshops as well as the public Come and Try 
Days which are now conducted annually. 
In response to the demand for formal training to 
provide Certificates and Statements of Attainment, 
Four Wheel Drive Australia and the 4WD 
Association developed formal driver training 
courses at both basic and advanced levels. In 2004, 
WW4WDC took up formal basic driver training for 
members and has been conducting it every year 
since. In 2006, WW4WDC was one of only three 
4WD clubs in NSW conducting formal driver 
training, while in 2018 is one of a handful of clubs 
still providing this training. In 2012 and again in 
2017, a number of club trainers completed an 
advanced driver training course at Lithgow.  
More than 100 club members have received club 
Certificates, with many going on to gain a nationally 
recognised Statement of Attainment qualification 
issued by the Driver Training Unit (DTU) of the 4WD 
Association. The DTU is a Registered Training 
Organisation authorised to award Statements of 
Attainment of the 4WDriving Competency Units to 
those who successfully pass the formal 
assessments. 
The WW4WDC is very fortunate to have two 
qualified, accredited trainer/assessors supported by 
a team of club trainers.  
From 2018, Getabout Training Services will provide 
administrative support and resources for this 
training as well as professional development for 

Above: Training in vehicle recovery 

Above: Peter Van Wel explaining vehicle 
features and maintenance to club trainees 

Above: Demonstrating traction control  
and wheel travel 
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club trainers through a formal affiliation with the 4WD 
Association. 
The two day 4WDriver training conducted by the 
WW4WDC is tailored to meet the needs of club 
members. It includes: minimising environmental impact; 
responsible four wheel driving; planning for four-wheel 
driving; vehicle features (identify diffs, tyre sizes, types 
and pressures, departure angles, recovery points); 
preparing a vehicle; performing pre-departure checks; 
changing a wheel on both even and uneven ground; 
driving in a range of terrain (hills, stall recovery, rocky 
terrain, mud, snow, axle deep water crossings, sand); 
and vehicle recovery using snatch straps. The course 
also looks at club policies, procedures and processes to 
ensure all members are aware of what is required under 
club rules to prepare for trips and activities. 
First aid training 

Considering 4WDriving is potentially a risky activity, first 
aid information and training is important. The club has 
organized a number of first aid presentations along with 
a workshop in 1989. In recent years an Advanced First 
Aid course plus an excellent three day Remote Area 
First Aid training course have been conducted. Through 
these accredited, hands-on practical courses a number 
of club members have obtained a Statement of 
Attainment covering a range of Competency Units. 

Chainsaw use training 
The club has conducted both informal and accredited 
chainsaw operation courses along with refresher 
workshops. The first of these was in 2004 with seven 
participants. 

Workshops 
Training workshops provided by club members, 
sponsors and other external organisations are always 
popular. They are a great way to acquire skills and 
knowledge on a topic in an informal environment. They 
also provide an opportunity for club sponsors to inform 
members about their services and merchandise. 
The diverse range of workshops which have been 
offered to members include: map reading; navigation 
using maps, GPS and OziExplorer; first aid information 
sessions; photography theory plus practical field 
experience; trip leader training using the Trip Leaders 
Guide developed in 2005; batteries; radiators; diesel 
engines, injectors and turbos; tyre types, pressures, 
and care; the mysteries of transmissions; and get-to–
know-your-vehicle days at sponsor workshops. 
Additionally, club trainers have carried out 
workshops incorporating 4WDriving skills 
development including: off road trailer towing, set up 
and maintenance; vehicle modifications and 
maintenance; sand driving; deep water crossings; 
advanced vehicle recovery using winches; tyre repair 
including removal from rims; vehicle suspensions 
and wheel articulation; and how differential locks and 
traction control technology work. 

Above: Training in chainsaw use 

Above: A skills workshop at the QTA 

 

Above: Practical first aid training  

Above: John Egan conducting a  
photography workshop 
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 Living the Adventure! 
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Memorable friends, memorable places 
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Activity Based Skills Development 
Not all skills and knowledge is learnt in workshops or 
formal training. Much can be effectively acquired through 
immersion as well as incidental learning. With this in 
mind, WW4WDC assists members to acquire knowledge 
and skills while participating in club trips, social activities 
such as picnic days, funkanas, motokanas, gymkhanas 
(various names have been used), as well as participating 
in 4WDriving fun competitions. All these provide an 
informal, valued opportunity for the less experienced 
members to learn from the more experienced in the 
context of fun activities – the learning just happens. 
These club days started in the early 1980’s, mostly at the 
Cochrane’s property at Alfredtown or the Quarry Training 
Area reserve, although some were held at the Wokolena 
Road reserve, Pomingalana and on private properties of 
members. Some of the activities included precision 
driving and fun competitions of “wet laps”, blindfold driving, slow-motion hill climbs, garaging, slalom 
driving etc. These events evolved into formal driver training for club members as well as events that 
were open to the general public, becoming known as public Come and Try Days. Both are now held 
annually. 
To support skills development, often the club has conducted a number of observation rallies and day and 
night navigation exercises during which members are able to apply learnt skills in a supported 
environment. 

Handy Hints & Tips 
Over many years, handy 4WDriving, camping and cooking hints and tips along with technical information 
have been passed on by members to newer members. Additionally, relevant information and articles 
have been regularly written up in the club’s newsletter. In more recent years, many of these excellent 
handy hints and tips have been published on the club web site. 

Guest Speakers 
To increase general knowledge, awareness and interest, club meetings have welcomed regular guest 
speakers to cover such diverse topics as: radios (HF, VHF, UHF); national park management; air, fuel 
and oil filters; Indigenous culture; diabetes awareness; what to carry in a first aid kit for the bush; the 
importance of defibrillators (AED’s); and drug awareness. More general interest guest speakers have 
included the Wagga Historical Society; a Miss Wagga winner talking about her activities; a meteorologist 
talking about his year in Antarctica; and what happens behind the scenes of local television news 
broadcasts. 

Above: Talking tyres at a public 
 Come and Try Day 

Above: Driving practice in the Quarry  
Training Area in early days 

 

Above: Driving practice in the 
Quarry Training Area in 2017 
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Community Involvement 
Ever since the beginnings of the WW4WDC there has been a strong focus on contributing to community 
life. Objective 6 of the inaugural constitution of the club stated: “Assist with community services”. This 
proud tradition has included many different activities including community contributions, charity work, 
search and rescue, as well as adventures with other like-minded groups. 

Contributions to Community 
Significant contributions include: 

 Providing basic 4WDriving skills training to a local fishing club. 

 Providing access to the QTA for community groups to teach and develop the 4WDriving skills of 
their staff and/or volunteers. Groups include RFS, NSW Police, NSW Ambulance, RAAF, TRAC 
and the VRA. 

 Providing support/recovery vehicles for events such as the Beers and Gears festival in 2017, 
Wagga Car Club Rallies at Carabost Forest (1998 / 1999), plus the Gumi race during the wet 
year of 2016. 

 Attending many camping, outdoor and 4WD Expos, Home and Leisure Shows, Sunday Markets 
and community organisation displays etc. at venues which include the Wagga Botanic Gardens, 
show grounds, the Fisheries Research Station at Narrandera and Apex Park, Wagga. The club 
first exhibited at an Expo in 1983. For one Expo, a see-saw was built to enable 4WD vehicles to 
drive up, balance on top, then drive over as it tipped. It attracted much attention. In 2017 much 
effort was put into preparing displays and demonstrations for an Outdoor Recreation Show at 
Henty which was cancelled at the last minute. At these events, club people have often driven 
members of the public on off-road experience rides around specially built 4WD tracks with 
proceeds going to support the Royal Flying Doctor Service. 

 Attending and promoting the club at the 
annual Defence Force family Welcome to 
Wagga held by WWCC. 

 Running public Demonstration & Come 
and Try Days. Very early on the club began 
conducting demonstration days for the 
general public. The demonstrations usually 
cover such things as: safe vehicle recovery 
using snatch straps and winches; how to set 
up a vehicle for touring; vehicle 
maintenance; suspensions; wheel 
articulation; tyres and tyre pressures as well 
as how to drive steep slopes. Visitors have 
an opportunity to drive around the QTA 
tracks either in their own vehicle or with a 
mentor. The annual Come and Try days 
evolved from club activity and training days.  

Above: Club Display at Defence Force  
Welcome to Wagga 

 

Above: The tilting see-saw constructed for an 
early Outdoor Expo 

Above: Club display and 4WD Track at an 
Outdoor Leisure Expo  
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 Participating in a number of Gumi races and parades as described elsewhere, resulted in the 
club and the Gumi raft receiving rave reviews. In 1990, six club vehicles joined in the Gumi 
parade. 

 Conducting several rubbish removal exercises as part of Clean up Australia. These included 
Pomingalana and Livingstone Forest where a number of car wrecks were removed. The club also 
assisted the Lake Albert Catchment Area Clean-up Committee with a massive effort to remove 
28 car bodies from the catchment creeks. 

Charity Work 
Charity work for the club has taken many forms including: 

 Fundraising. Since 1998 the club has been making regular donations to the Royal Flying 
Doctor Service using the proceeds from monthly club raffles and gold coin donations for off road 
experience rides at community expos and shows. Donations to other charities include the 
Riverina Radio Therapy Appeal in 2000. 

 Firewood. Club members have cut and delivered fire wood to elderly or disadvantaged 
residents of Wagga. 

 Bush trips and camping weekends. Trips involving disadvantaged people along with carers 
have included: 

1981 A trip to The Ravine for Waratah Industries Sheltered Workshop young people. 
1982 Trips to Narrandera and the snow for children from Gumleigh Boys Home. 
1988 An overnight camp to Peak River for children from the Crippled Children’s 

Society with funds received through a Bicentennial State Exploration Fund grant 
to the then Recreational Vehicles Association of NSW (now Four Wheel Drive 
NSW and ACT). 

Above: The club Suzuki and ramp float in 
the Lions street parade  

Above: The famous club Gumi race raft on the 
Murrumbidgee River 

Above: Removing wrecks from  
Livingstone Forest  

Above: Cleaning up Lake Albert Catchment  
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1992/ 
1998 

Day trips to Paddy River Dam for Family Link children and carers. 

1993 A day trip to Blowering Dam for Family Link. 
1996 A Camp Quality trip. 

 Light the Night. The club has supported the Leukaemia Foundation by providing fund raising 
BBQ facilities at Light the Night events in Coolamon and Wagga. 

 Relay for Life. The club has entered Relay for Life teams to support the Cancer Council. 
 

Recovery, Search & Rescue 
As long as the WW4WDC has been in existence, it has been called upon to assist with recovering 
vehicles, especially those that others had given up on rescuing. The combined experience, skill and 
expertise of club members has yet to be defeated – they always recover the vehicle. In the Wagga area, 
2016 was a particularly wet year which resulted in more than the usual number of requests to help 
recover bogged vehicles in the bush and places where no one else was willing to attempt the recoveries. 
In September 1992, club members were called on to help in the search and rescue of two local young 
people missing in the snow at Pilot Hill after they did not return from a Saturday day trip. Twelve 
WW4WDC club vehicles participated in the search to assist Police, State Emergency Service and 
Forestry teams. They were found safe and well on the Wednesday after being bogged in the snow for 
five days. 
Occasionally on trips there have been some memorable encounters. In 2005, a group of six bushwalkers 
(mostly international students studying in Melbourne) were on a day walk up Mount Bogong. The young 
walkers took a wrong turn, became lost and were caught out in the dark. Luckily they stumbled into the 
club camp in the wee hours of the morning. After giving them food and keeping them warm for the 
remainder of the night, the group of bushwalkers was transported to Mount Beauty. 
On other occasions club members have come across accidents which required assistance by providing 
first aid and/or contacting emergency services. 

Joint Activities 
WW4WDC is always keen to share adventures and activities with other 
like-minded groups, especially other 4WD clubs. Some examples of 
these include: 

 Participating in and hosting 4WD Jamborees. For many years 
the 4WD Association sponsored Easter 4WD Jamborees which 
were hosted by different clubs around the state. The Jamborees 
incorporated a range of 4WD skills competitions (e.g. hill 
climbing, obstacle courses, mud runs etc), plus tag-along tours 
of local 4WD tracks. Members participated in the 1987 Mt 
Seaview Jamboree and the 1988 “Coolendel” Shoalhaven 
Jamboree at which they won a trophy for the club that 
participated in the greatest number of events. In 1990, 
WW4WDC hosted the Easter Jamboree at the Coolac Polo 
Grounds. Club members organized and supervised most events 
including all the tag-along trips. Memorably, a big storm hit camp 
on the Saturday night creating havoc. Above: Jamboree Trophy for 

“Most Successful Club”  

Above: Light the Night Leukaemia 
Foundation BBQ fundraiser 

Above: Camp for Crippled Children’s Society 
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 A Goodyear tyre evening with the Wagga Car Club in 1984. 

 A joint trip to Blue Waterholes with the Southern Tablelands Landcruiser Club. 

 A trip to Wonnangatta Valley with Albury 4WD Club. 

 A trip to Nowra with the Albatross 4WD Club. 

 Assisting Bathurst 4WD Club to fix areas vandalized by other campers. 

 Two trips (2015 and 2017) to the Southern Tablelands 4WD Club property ‘Talooge’ near Bredbo 
for a weekend of driving their tracks, learning and socialising. 

 Sharing the club’s Quarry Training Area with members of the MacArthur 4WD Club who used the 
facility for camping and driving activities associated with their annual “Club Birthday” weekend in 
October. WW4WDC plans to host them again in 2018. 

 In July 1989, the club hosted an Overlander Magazine/Opposite Lock trip led by George Cochrane. 

Social Activities 
WW4WDC prides itself on being a family orientated and social club. Below is a list of some of the 
activities over the years: 

 
 
 

 Canberra 4WD Show 
 
 

 Fireworks nights  Photo competitions 

 Canoe trip - Snowy River  Fun days at the quarry  Pitch and Putt 
 Christmas Parties - annual  Gumi Races  Roller skating 

 Club promotion - market days  Jamboree - Gundagai  Tennis days 

 Cook-outs/“Formal” bush dinners  Jamboree - Mt Seaview  Ten pin bowling 

 Family day at Bolton Park  Jamboree - Oberon  Trivia nights 

 Film nights  Motokana at the quarry  Water sports days 

 Fishing trips  Picnics  Winery tours 

Above:  Formal bush dinner/cookout 
Above: Christmas party, 2017 

Above: New Year, 2001 Above: An early trip 
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Working Bees 
There have been many working bees over time. Whenever anything needs to be done for the club, there 
are always members who readily volunteer their time, blood, sweat and tears as well as personal 
resources to get the job done. Throughout the history of the club there has always been a core group of 
members who often lead by example, forever putting their hand up and shoulder to the wheel. Their 
efforts and significant contribution to the club’s activities, resources and equipment are greatly 
appreciated. 
Examples of working bees include: 

Quarry Training Area 
More recently, many working bees have 
been required in order to maintain the 
excellent QTA facility which is a credit to the 
members involved. Work undertaken has 
included fencing, securing the area, 
removing rubbish, erosion control works, 
fixing the access road, erection of a 
temporary shelter frame, installation of a 
drop toilet, safety signage, mowing etc. The 
club is very appreciative of the willingness of 
members to use their own machinery and 
equipment to assist. Other working bees 
involve setting up for Come and Try Days, 
other events and cleaning up afterwards. 
 

Above: Mowing the Quarry Training Area 
 

Above:  Social gatherings 
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Club trailer 
Stripping down the club trailer then rebuilding it 
to ensure that it was roadworthy while meeting 
club needs for storage of resources involved 
quite a few working bees. The rebuild was 
greatly assisted by the input of members and 
sponsors through labour, workshop facilities 
and equipment. 

Collection of fire wood 
Collecting firewood for raffles, community 
donations and club events such as club 
cookouts, has involved members volunteering 
on the chainsaws as well as packing, delivering 
and storing the wood. 

40th Anniversary celebrations 
Preparation for the 40th Anniversary 
celebrations has seen quite a few members 
sewing, screen printing, ironing and packing 
items for gift bags for event attendees.  

Expos.  
WW4WDC has exhibited at many camping, 
outdoor and 4WD expos, often involving 
demonstrations, ride experiences for the 
general public and static displays. It has taken 
a considerable effort, sometimes involving the 
building of drive tracks and setting up club 
displays to present a professional image of the 
club. Of course there is always the cleaning up 
afterwards. 

Lunches & morning teas.  
Let’s not forget all the morning teas and lunches that have been provided for those members toughing it 
out at the working bees. The role of the members providing sustenance is an important one, because 
without food and water, the working bees would be an even more arduous task. 

Above: Erecting safety signage in the 
Quarry Training Area 

Above: Some of the QTA fencing crew 

Above: Collecting fire wood  

Above: Working bee for  
40th Anniversary Celebrations 

Above: Working in the Quarry Training Area 
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Destinations & Trips 
Over the 40 year history of WW4WDC there have been literally hundreds and hundreds of trips ranging 
from one, two and three days in duration, to longer expeditions of four weeks or more or anything in 
between. The list below which is taken from a random selection of club documentation is only a small 
snapshot of trip destinations of members over the years. Popularity of destinations is indicated by *. 

Destination    Destination    Destination 
 3 Mile Dam

 Abercrombie NP

 Alpine NP

 Tumut State Forest
 Bago State forest **
 Batlow

 Beechworth
 Benambra Vic
 Big Badja (3 day)
 Big Desert
 Birdsville
 Birdsville – Strezlecki tracks
 Black Jack Mountain ****
 Blowering Dam

 Blowering foreshore
 Blue Water Holes **
 Brindabella ****
 Bringagee Stn Carrathool ***
 Buckland Valley, Victoria
 Burrinjuck Dam

 Burrinjuck Dam foreshores
 Burrowa Pine Mountain
 Cabramurra
 Canning Stock Route
 Cape York
 Carabost Forest **
 Carathool **
 Charlottes Pass
 Cocoparra NP

 Coffin Bay
 Coolendel (Nowra)
 Corryong
 Cotterells Fire Trail
 Creek Reserve (aka Quarry)
 Crooked River
 Dargo High plains

 Dartmouth Dam

 Davies High Plain ***
 Dora Dora State Forest
 Edyvean Property **
 Fishing trip
 Flinders Ranges
 Fraser Island **
 Galore Hill
 Geehi Hut **
 Gibb River Road
 Goobragandra **
 Grampians, Victoria
 Granya
 Honeysuckle Creek
 Humula Westbrook Talbingo
 Innaminka
 Kelly Country
 Kiandra
 Kiandra area
 King Spur/Mayford, Victoria
 Kosciusko area
 Ladies Trip **
 Lake Cobbler **
 Lake Mungo
 Lake Uranagong
 Livingstone Forest
 Lockhart Woolshed
 Long Plain
 Macquarie River/ Orange **
 Micalong
 Moreton Island
 Mount Cobbler
 Mount Granja
 Mt Granite **
 Mt Selwyn snow

 Murragoldrie State Forest

 Murray River, Victoria
 Murrumbidgee River out west
 Mystery Trips ****
 Northern Kosciusko NP

 NT and Gulf country
 Oberon area
 Omeo
 Oodnadatta track
 Paddy River Dam **
 Simpson Desert **
 Snow ****
 Snowy River
 Sunset Desert **
 Sunset National Park, Vic
 Swamp trip
 Swampy Plain River
 Talbingo
 Tantangara Dam

 Tasmania
 The Kimberley
 The Ravine
 The Top End
 Thistle Flat
 Three Mile Dam

 Tooma **
 Tooyal
 Tumbarumba
 Tumut
 Upper Murray/Davies Plain
 Victorian High Country
 Wee Jasper ***
 Western Australia
 Wheelers Creek ****
 Wonnangatta Station Vic
 Woomargama NP **
 Yarrongobilly 
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Iconic People & Places 
There have been many iconic characters and places that have enticed members of WW4WDC to 
venture into the outback to rediscover and retrace early tracks laid down across this vast country. A few 
words that not only describe these characters but also apply to members of WW4WDC who have 
ventured out to explore these and other tracks are: leaders, fascinating, knowledgeable, wise, 
experienced, clued-up, sensible, good guys, role models, charismatic, champion, captivating, and 
campaigners. 

Iconic Characters 
Over its 40 years, the club has come across or produced from it own ranks 
many interesting characters with their own unique qualities. These 
characters have many anecdotes, yarns, tales, shaggy-dog stories, fish 
stories and tall stories to tell and share. Along with the many reports and 
factual accounts of happenings when on club trips, some of the characters 
in the club never let the truth get in the way of a good story. 
Members have been driven to explore the outback because of iconic 
characters who have forged names for themselves in how they lived their 
lives in this sometimes harsh but great country. Two of these iconic 
characters are Len Beadell and Molly Clark. 

Len Beadell (1923-1995)  
In the early 1950’s the British Government asked Australia to prepare 
grounds for rocket firing and atomic bomb testing. Len Beadell, a young 
Australian Army surveyor was given the job of finding a suitable site 
somewhere out in the bush for the testing and to establish roads throughout 
the range for the possible recovery of some of the rockets. Len planned a 
rocket launch site near Woomera with the range extending north west over 
the Gibson and Great Sandy Deserts toward Broome and Derby. The bomb 
sites were near Maralinga and Emu Junction. 
To push the tracks through bush where no other vehicles had been, Len 
used a petrol powered LandRover, a bulldozer, a Caterpillar grader, a 
Commer 4WD supply truck and various other vehicles along with a team of 
about nine men nicknamed the Gunbarrell Construction Company because 
of the straight roads they built (hence the Gunbarrell Highway). 
In most instances, Len named the tracks after members of his family. Thus 
we have “Anne Beadell Highway” (his wife), “Connie Sue Highway” (his 
daughter), “Gary Highway” and “Gary Junction Highway” (his son) and the 
“Jacki Junction” (another daughter). (Taken from “The Beadell Tour” report written by 
George & Rita Cameron). 

The tracks listed are some of Australia’s famous 4WD tracks that many 
4WD enthusiasts dream of conquering. This is only a small snippet of Len 
Beadell’s contribution to providing challenges to 4WDrivers. 

Molly Clark (1920–2012)  
Molly was a pastoral and tourism pioneer from Central Australia. She is 
another character whose name is often mentioned within the WW4WDC 
and there is a famous quote of Molly’s often uttered by club members who 
were fortunate enough to meet her: “Molly said they never listen”. Members 
tell of how they were welcomed into her home at Old Andado. 
Originally Andado Station was located 330 kilometres south east of Alice 
Springs, where the original homestead was built in the 1920s. In 1960, they 
moved 18 kilometres west to higher ground. Molly’s life was difficult. Losing her husband and both her 
sons along with outbreaks of Brucellosis and Tuberculosis forced her to destroy her cattle and sell the 
majority of the property in 1984. But this didn’t stop Molly. She kept a 45 square kilometres block of land 
surrounding the original homestead. She called it “Old Andado”. Molly then founded a tourism business 
providing camping facilities, food and tours of the property. She went on to win numerous tourism 
awards. 

Len Beadell 

Above: Len’s grader 

Above: Len’s supply 
truck 

 

Molly Clark 
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After 50 years of living at Andado Station, Molly moved to Alice Springs due to poor health and poor 
eyesight. She died in Alice Springs on 23 September 2012 aged 89.  
(Source: http://www.abc.net.au/local/audio/2012/09/25/3597490.htm). 

Iconic Places 
“Why go there? It’s dirty, its dusty, its isolated and it’s boring!” How often do we hear these words from 
people who do not know? How do club members describe the places visited and 4WDriving 
experienced? Words often used are: Iconic, picturesque, attractive, pleasing, scenic, pretty, charming, 
striking, quaint, vivid, colourful, unforgettable, memorable, remarkable, extraordinary, impressive, etched 
in your mind, treasured, cherished, exceptional, outstanding, astonishing, bizarre, exciting, moving, 
interesting, unbelievable and wow! Here is a snap shot of why members of WW4WDC go 4WDriving 
both locally and across Australia. This truly is “Living the Adventure!” 
 

Iconic Tracks 

Old Andado Inside Molly’s House Sign on the gate to the house 

http://www.abc.net.au/local/audio/2012/09/25/3597490.htm)
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Iconic places 
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Promotion, Advertising & Communication 

Publicity 
The club has always generated positive publicity within the local community by promoting itself through a 
range of print and electronic media such as: 

 Club brochures. 
 Articles in the Daily Advertiser, The Leader and Wagga Weekly newspapers. 
 Radio talks on ABC and 2AAA FM. 
 Television news reports. 
 Telephone, post and email. 
 Advertising of meetings across all media. 
 Advertising the club and activities to the wider public through local community notice boards. 
 Newsletter. 

From its inception the WW4WDC developed a direct means of communication with its members through 
informal and unofficial bulletins. 
In June 1981, “Wagga 4WD Club Magazine” the first official newsletter of WW4WDC was published. 
Edward Reid-Smith edited this first publication and also organised for the newsletter to have an 
International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) which is an internationally accepted code to identify the title 
of serial publications. He also put in place processes for the club newsletter to be archived at The 
National Library in Canberra. 
Over the years the club newsletter has had many editors and has undergone many changes. It has 
varied in size between A5 and A4 and was originally available in hard copy only. “TrackChat” as the 
WW4WDC official newsletter is now called, is available in hard copy plus electronically on Facebook and 
on the club’s website. 
There have also been changes to the cover of the newsletter as well as a number of name changes: 

 1978  - unofficial information bulletin 
 1981  - Wagga 4WD Club Magazine 
 1989  - The Bulletin 
 1994  - Newsletter 
 2001  - TrackChat 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Producing the club newsletter has always been an interesting and challenging task. The editor is always 
chasing the elusive content. Then there is the task of physically putting it all together. The equipment 
used to physically compile the newsletter has dramatically changed over time, from using typewriters 
and Gestetner duplicators, to cutting, pasting and photocopying, to the current computers, word 
processing and printers for hard copies with email for electronic distribution. Wow! How times have 
changed. 
The newsletter has always been an opportunity for the club sponsors to advertise their services and 

Above: President’s message in the first newsletter 

 

 

 

Wagga Wagga Four Wheel Drive Club Inc. (WW4WDC) was established in January 1978 and is one of the longest 

running 4WD Clubs in Australia. With a membership of around 65 enthusiastic families, members have 

opportunities to appreciate and enjoy the outdoors; 4WD touring and adventures; promote a positive approach 

to conservation; set good examples and are safe and responsible four wheel drivers while abiding by The Club 

Rules and Code of Conduct. The Club encourages family activities with social events and regular trips to places of 

interest locally and across Australia. The Club is affiliated with Four Wheel Drive NSW & ACT (the Association of 

Four Wheel Drive Clubs) and promotes Tread Lightly and the Code of Ethics of Four Wheel Drive Australia.    

 

First round invitations for  WAGGA WAGGA FOUR WHEEL DRIVE CLUB 40th year anniversary  being celebrated on 

Saturday 7th April  2018 at Camp Kurrajong on the Oura Road outside of Wagga Wagga have been sent out.  Any 

past or current members interested in attending or finding out more information please contact:  Brenda Moore 

Mob 0428 221 568 or  

                                             John Kent Mob  0419 691 218 or  Email: Johnkent651@gmail.com 

 TrackChat 
 April           

Issue 2017 Volume 04 

Our motto, "Living the Adventure!" encapsulates our  ethos. 

WAGGA  WAGGA 
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE CLUB INC 

“Living the Adventure!” 
 

 
Above: An example of a  
present day newsletter 
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merchandise. While it always had core club material, over time it has had some variations including: kid’s 
corner, jokes, puzzles, technical 4WDriving information, recipes, tips and hints about 4WDriving along 
with other information that is of interest to 4WDriving enthusiasts. 
In 2018, TrackChat is published monthly as a full colour A4 magazine which keeps members informed 
about what is happening in and around the club. As it has always done in the past it has a calendar to 
ensure members are fully aware of trips and activities that are planned as well as reports from recent 
happenings. It’s therefore no surprise that members are always very keen to obtain a copy of the latest 
edition of TrackChat to find out the most recent information about the club. 

Website 
WW4WDC has a website (https://www.wagga4wdclub.org/) that provides information for members and 
the general public. The website provides an opportunity for members to electronically and 
instantaneously obtain club information or documentation. It is a resource that has yet to be developed to 
its full potential. 

Facebook 
The WW4WDC Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/WaggaWagga4WDClub/) was initiated in 
2016 in response to the world wide move to electronic social media. It provides another forum for club 
members and potential members to find out information about the club. While Facebook is not to 
everybody’s liking, it certainly does have a phenomenal following providing an opportunity for followers to 
be informed about the club. 

Email 
Email has become the preferred means of written communication for both private and business matters. 
Snail mail, which was the main means of communication back in 1978, is becoming more and more 
redundant. However, the club is mindful that not all its members have moved into the electronic age of 
emails, so the club ensures hard copies of all documentation and information is available to members. 

Internet 
The Internet has largely replaced books as a research tool and means of disseminating information. The 
club is taking advantage of this. In 2018, the club has commenced electronic archiving of its records. 

Political Activism 
Throughout its life the club has had to face numerous political challenges, mainly resulting from 
proposals and decisions by various Governments to restrict 4WD access to public lands closing off 
tracks traditionally used for 4WD based recreation. Many of these proposals and decisions followed 
intense lobbying by groups opposed to 4WD’s. Their cause has often been bolstered by irresponsible 
4WDrivers causing damage to the environment, a problem which still exists today. The club through its 
own resources along with proactive work by the 4WD Association and its Southern Region has battled to 
protect access while promoting responsible 4WDriving. However, not all submissions were successful 
resulting in 4WDrivers losing access to large proportions of national parks. 
Despite this, progress has been made through the 4WD Association and NPWS signing a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MOU) regarding volunteer work and access to National Parks (e.g. the 4WD 
Association has established a camping area in Abercrombie National Park which is restricted to 
Association member clubs). Locally, the WW4WDC has worked closely with Riverina Local Land 
Services regarding the QTA. 
Some of the challenges faced and subsequent political activism over the years has included: 

1986 The State Government proposed a Wilderness and Wild Rivers Act which threatened to 
restrict 4WD access in NSW National Parks. This was enacted in November 1987 despite 
a petition to Premier Unsworth opposing provisions of the Act. 

1987 Four club vehicles led by Greg Ogden travelled to a “Drive to Retain Wilderness Access” 
rally in Sydney. 

1989 Letters were sent to the Victorian Government arguing for continuation of high country 
access, along with a submission re the proposed Management Plan for the 
Cobberas/Tingaringy Unit of the Alpine National Park. 

http://www.wagga4wdclub.org/)
http://www.facebook.com/WaggaWagga4WDClub/)
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1989 Warwick Paterson and Greg Ogden travelled to Nowra for a meeting with NPWS to 
discuss management of National Parks and access. 

1991/ 
1992 

Submissions were made to the NSW Government opposing the proposed Goodradigbee 
Wilderness Area. 

1994 The club joined the Public Land Users Alliance to gain a united voice to protect access to 
public lands. 

1994 Letters were sent to the Editors of NSW Newspapers, Alby Schultz MP, Noel Hick MP, Joe 
Schipp MP and the Premiers Department regarding wilderness, bushfires and the 
importance of access. 

1994 Club representatives met with the Governor General to discuss maintaining access to 
wilderness tracks, and attended a meeting of the National Party. 

1995 Letters were sent to the Director General, NSW NPWS opposing a Goobragandra 
wilderness proposal. 

2004 A comprehensive submission was made regarding the proposed Management Plan for 
Kosciusko National Park. 

2004 A letter was sent to the NSW Premier re a proposal to privatise State Forests. The letter 
highlighted the importance of access by 4WD clubs. 

2005 Submissions were made regarding the declaration of Livingstone National Park 
(Livingstone Forest) and the Goodradigbee Wilderness area. 

 At various times letters were sent to NSW NPWS protesting track closures. 

Political Party Involvement 
The WW4WDC does not formally support or endorse any political parties. However, a number of 
individual members and the 4WD Association support political parties such as the Outdoor Recreation 
Party and the Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party for their stand regarding access to public lands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sometimes “failing to proceed” is part of Living the Adventure!  
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Photo competition winners from 2016 and 2017 
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Technological Changes 
The developments in 4WD vehicles, equipment and technology over the past forty years have been 
astounding, reflecting the changes in our everyday lives. Some people say that these changes make us 
lazy taking away some of the “seat of the pants” enjoyment of being in total control of the vehicle. Others 
say that it enhances what we do by making 4WDriving and camping easier, safer and more enjoyable. 
Whether or not it makes us “soft” probably depends on your perspective as well as your age, physical 
abilities or family circumstances. Either way, there is room for a “basic” or a more “luxurious” approach 
as long as we continue to “Live the Adventure!” 

Changes in Vehicles 
Forty years ago there was limited choice regarding 4WD vehicles, with Land Rovers, Toyota 
Landcruisers and Nissan Patrols predominating. The “standard” vehicle would have had leaf springs, few 
comforts and no traction control unless you went all out fitting a differential lock. Air conditioning was a 
luxury. But they were rugged and easy to work on or fix if things went wrong in the bush, which 
sometimes happened because the early 4WD’s were more prone to break down than modern vehicles. 
The general consensus was that short wheel base vehicles were more capable in the bush. However, as 
families grew and load carrying capacity and comfort became higher priorities, long wheel base wagons 
and utes becoming the norm. Coil springs made life more comfortable giving better wheel travel. Diesel 
engines have always been popular because they are so suited to 4WDriving. However, in the early days, 
while they were economical, they lacked power. The introduction of turbo chargers, either as original 
equipment or as an after-market modification transformed the diesels. Then intercoolers, common rail 
fuel injection, computer controlled engine management etc. were introduced. Modern diesels are very 
efficient, powerful and economical. However, if they break down in the bush, then it is a major exercise 
to repair them. Their future may be limited as emission controls become tougher. 
Tyres have transitioned from narrow cross plies on split rims (remember the old Dunlop Roadgrippers?), 
to more comfortable, better handling tubeless radials, often on alloy rims. Desert Duellers probably 
started this trend. We now have a wide choice of tyres of much better quality. In the day, 15 inch wheels 
were common, with gradual changes to 16, 17, 18, and now even 20 inch rims as original equipment. 
Choice of tyres is still a major topic, especially regarding intended use and availability in remote areas. 
Traction control technology has become common place, partly because of safety issues but also 
because many buyers want all the tools to assist with 4WDriving. 

 

Changes in Vehicle Accessories 
Just when you think you have the best gear available, new equipment hits the market, much of it very 
well designed and tested. However, buyers should be cautious and ensure good quality equipment is 
purchased. 
The changes in available vehicle modifications and accessories are amazing. From the early days of 
very little choice and many “back yard” modifications, there is now a huge selection from many different 
companies. For example: snorkels, improved suspension, recovery gear, air compressors, dual 
batteries, regulators, monitors, solar panels, improved batteries etc. Many vehicles in 4WD clubs are 
modified to enhance suitability and capability for activities undertaken. 

Changes in Camping Equipment 
In the early days there was limited choice in camping equipment and most people had swags or tents 
with pump up air beds. There is now a huge diversity and much better quality gear available including 
stoves, camp lighting, fridges, swags, tents, roof top tents, off road camper trailers etc to make 4WD 
travelling much more comfortable. Are we getting soft? 
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Changes in Communication & Mapping 
Back in the day, generally the only electronic technology members had was a 27 MHz AM CB radio for 
which the user was required to have a licence. In 1992/93 the club resolved to change to UHF radios 
due to their significant advantages as highlighted during a search and rescue. By June 1995, 27 MHz 
was no longer used. 
Society has moved from an era of land-line telephones only, to today’s high tech world of almost 
everyone having a mobile phone, as well as internet coverage throughout much of Australia. However, 
when members go on remote trips it is not uncommon for them to take satellite phones and/or an 
Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon (EPIRB) or a Personal Location Beacon (PLB) to ensure 
they are able to communicate with the outside world in case of an emergency. Also HF radios (both 
RFDS and Amateur) continue to be used. 
Early day navigation relied on paper maps and careful map reading -Tracks on the map are never on the 
ground, and tracks on the ground are never on the map!! Now, GPS with electronic mapping makes 
route planning and navigation a breeze but does not, and should not, fully replace paper maps. 

 

Club trips 
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Time marches on 

The Future 
Our 40 year story of the WW4WDC is interesting, amazing and unparalleled with many achievements. 
However this is not surprising, because the club had such a sound foundation and philosophy that has 
withstood the test of time. This, supported by the commitment of dedicated members has guided 
developments and activities. 
But what of the future? 
Change is a constant, so there is no doubt 4WDriving and vehicles will continue to evolve, as will the club. 
It is likely that the future will hold many challenges. There is a high probability of increased restrictions on 
access to public lands, especially pressure to minimise the environmental impact from vehicles and 
camping. Pressure may also come on the club to manage the potential risks associated with 4WD 
recreation. 
Despite the changing times it is envisaged that the club will continue to build on the great legacy and 
groundwork of the last 40 years maintaining an outward looking and community minded ethos. The variety 
of trips and activities, as well as the diversity of membership are club strengths. It is envisaged that with 
changing times, training and skills development will continue to grow and evolve because having skills and 
knowledge about 4WDriving contributes to the enjoyment and safety of our recreation as well as 
demonstrating to the community a commitment to responsible 4WDriving. Mateship and social interaction 
in a family environment have stood the club in good stead providing the glue for unification and 
consolidation. There is no doubt this will continue into the future. 
The club will continue to thrive as it promotes the benefits of being a member and encourages others to 
join, especially the younger generations of 4WDrivers. The WW4WDC was summed up nicely by Gil 
Mathew, the founding architect, when he said in a recent interview: "The success of any social club relies 
on the active participation of members. This of course has been the main reason for this club's successful 
beginning and continued success for 40 years". 

 “In the meantime, Tread Lightly”    “See you on a track … somewhere” 
Lee        John 
 
 

Long may we all be “Living the Adventure!” 
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A Winning photo from 2017 photo competition 


